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You’re invited to a most unusual
gathering… one that may alter the
course of your very existence. Solve
the unusual murder of Reginald Mortis
or find yourself doing 50 to life in the
slammer. Mortis Mansion awaits you…
Are you ready to unlock its secrets?

The ‘Beer Wars’ are raging in 1927 Chicago. As
members of a rival bootlegger gang to the
notorious Al Capone, he has vowed to take you oﬀ
the map… permanently. In a desperate attempt to
save your lives, you’ve decide to rob one of his
secret vaults in the basement of the Lexington
Hotel. Can you steal his most prized secret booze
recipe from the vault or be another hit on his list?

An enemy to the New Scotland Yard,
known only as ‘The Traveler’ is planning
to terrorize cities around the globe. With
access to her secret lair, does your team
have what it takes to stop her?

There’s a Jabberwocky on the loose
and the Mad Hatter has lost his hat!
Can you, a brave group of heroes,
find the hat and the legendary Vorpal
sword to help save Wonderland?

NEW GAMES COMING SOON!!!
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Help break up a dangerous spy ring
operating in Denver that is responsible
for the disappearance of several
friendly agents. Infiltrate their HQ and
escape the security alarm system!

A strange virus is spreading throughout
the country... You and your team must
activate the Nautilus, the only vessel
with the location of the cure, to save us
all from a most unusual fate!

A rogue scientist has created a
doomsday device to destroy Denver.
As a team of special operatives,
locate and disarm the device to help
save our beloved capital!

With the historic 1893 Chicago World’s Fair
as a backdrop, you & your team of
investigators will be transported back in time
to match wits with one of the most notorious
criminal minds of the 19th Century.

NEW GAMES COMING SOON!!!

